November 1

— GCSSAA Seminar on Negotiating in Orlando, Fla.*

10-12 — Canadian Seed Trade Assn. semi-annual convention in Ontario, Ontario.


15-17 — GCSSAA Seminar on Golf Course Construction Techniques & Management in St. George, Utah.*

14-15 — GCSSAA Seminar on Golf Course Design Principles in Renton, Wash.*

16-18 — North Carolina Green Industry Show in Charlotte. Contact show producer at 800-426-2542.

December

2 —-6th Your Home Turf at Michigan State University in East Lansing, Contact Dr. Frank Rosen at 517-353-5690.

3-4 — Ohio Turfgrass Foundation Annual Show in Cincinnati. Contact Lisa Case at 614-574-2598.

3 — New Hampshire GCSA Annual Meeting in Concord, N.H.

4-5 — Pacific Coast Turf & Landscape Conference & Trade Show in Seattle. Contact Scott White at 800-275-9198.

5-6 — GCSSAA Seminar on Golf Course Construction Techniques & Management in Omaha, Neb.*

5-6 — Rocky Mountain Turf Conference in Denver. Contact 303-688-3440.

6-7 — GCSSAA Seminar on Introduction to Integrated Pest Management in Walnut Creek, Calif.*

21 — Pennsylvania Golf Course Owners general membership meeting in Monroeville.

21-22 — GCSSAA Seminar on Introduction to Integrated Pest Management in Palm Desert, Calif.*

25 — Water efficient landscape symposium in Palm Desert, Calif.*

Tulip Colorblends... Nature's Fireworks® Orchestrating Your Spring.

SCHIPPER & CO.
Wholesale Bulb growers and Exporters
1616ZG Hoogkarspel, Holland

USA Address: P.O. Box 236, Haddonfield, NJ 08033
Toll Free: 1 800-TPP-TOES or 1 800-877-8637

"Our Roots Are Bulbs"

Contact Your Local Distributor or Call Us Toll Free 1 (800) 422-4748

PIECE LOCTOR

THE LOCATM INEXPENSIVE

Locates, traces underground pipes, including drain pipes, made of PVC, ABS, steel and cement. Finds sprinklers, valves and leaks. Used by Hundreds of Golf Courses

Satisfaction Guaranteed

BLOCH & COMPANY
Box 18058, Cleveland, OH 44118
(216) 374-0799

CIRCLE #162

WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS FOR ANY ENVIRONMENT

Worrying about wetland & ground water damage due to chemical migration? Using aerators that are expensive to run & still require repeated applications of chemicals to your water system? We have a safe & effective alternative to chemical treatment. Our systems meet the challenging demands of irrigation water storage, including effluent.

Call for details & your local distributor.

GOLF COURSE MARKETPLACE

To reserve space in this section, call Simone Lewis, 813-576-7077

CALENDAR

Continued from page 43
from green to green. Our exclusive 3-point clamping MODULAR, FREESTANDING, EXPANDABLE, & FAST. CALL FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE STEEL "system suspends your reel, bed-knife, verticutter & differential. Call or write for details. P.O. BOX 164 • MILTONA, MINNESOTA 56354

Miltona Turf Products
P.O. BOX 164 • MILTONA, MINNESOTA 56354

TERRA TOPPER
21' topdressing width

Apply wet or dry sand with ease, no clogging, at the rate of 100 pounds per acre to 2 cubic yards per green. Material can be thrown to the left, right or full pattern. Spinners can be tilted for more direct application. Adjustable spinner speed. Material flow metered by adjustable feed drum speed. SIMPLE!! Requires only 1 remote switch to start and stop material flow. Hopper has 1800-pound capacity.

TERRACARE PRODUCTS CO. INC.
P.O. Box 248
Pardeeville, WI 53954
Phone: 608-429-3402
FAX: 608-429-2889

FLOAT-N-PRODUCTSTM
Extend the life of your pump equipment and alleviate silt build-up throughout your entire irrigation system - from intake to greens!

Precision measuring instrument for accurately setting the desired grooming depth of groomer or verticutter units. For more information on this and other precision tools call Toll Free:

Available in 15", 18" and 24" bars

ACCUGAGE®
Accu-gage® is a precision measuring instrument for making highly accurate height-of-cut adjustments on greensmowers or other precision mowers.

GROOMER-GAGE®
Groomer-gage® is a precision measuring instrument for accurately setting the desired grooming depth of groomer or verticutter units.

FLOAT-N-SCREEN® (Patented)
FLOAT-N-FOOT VALVE™
FLOAT-N-PUMP™

manufactured by:
Greenscape Pump Services, Inc.
556 Copeland Road
Copeland, Texas 75019
Phone: (214) 393-0346
Fax: (214) 393-2337

CIRCLE #160

Golf Course Marketplace
To reserve space in this section, call Simone Lewis, 813-576-7077

ON THE GREEN

"I'm no longer crowning tees because every time I crow a tee, from year to year I see half of it being used and half of it not being used. The part that would put the ball below the player's feet is not being used."

Connor said the laser was effective because "I don't have to jockey dirt back and forth."

"In the old days, when a tee area was short of dirt, I'd have to shut the tractor down and bring in dirt if I wanted to hold the grade. What I do now is just hit a button, raise the mast another one-tenth of a foot and it drops the grade. So I can use what dirt I've got to achieve the perfect surface. And if the hole tee ends up being a couple tenths lower or higher, it is of little consequence."

"The greens have always been the artist's tapestry. It's hard to look at a green and say there's a mistake unless it's really blatant. But you could always look at a tee and notice a flaw immediately." Connor looks to a future of designing and renovating golf courses using the computer models, laser equipment, and whatever other marvels modern high-technology brings. "The thing I've had going for me and the reason I've managed to get jobs is by combining these technologies, we have made significant inroads in preserving famous old golf courses like Pebble Beach and Seminole. The combination is hard to beat," he said.

"It took me about six months to put the lasers on. It wasn't the most expensive and time-consuming. But in the long run I think it's really going to be a boon." He said that until 1987 when he renovated Pinehurst No. 2 in North Carolina, a preservation-oriented philosophy was impractical. The technology was too expensive and too slow. "But in the long run I think it's really going to be a boon."

He said that until 1987 when he renovated Pinehurst No. 2 in North Carolina, a preservation-oriented philosophy was impractical. The technology was too expensive and too slow. "That's no longer the case. Computer models of course features become more valuable with each passing year, as subtle changes occur in greens and bunkering due to top dressing, wind, rain and settlement," he said.

"The great success of the model is due to recognition by estate management of golf facilities like Pinehurst, Seminole and Pebble Beach as to the long-term benefits of accurate records and importance of preserving old golf courses' features."

FIX YOUR DRY SPOTS
This Handi Airifier™ has seven 1/2" tines and attaches to your old cup cutter.

Miltona Turf Products
P.O. BOX 164 • MILTONA, MINNESOTA 56354

ATTACHMENTS & EQUIPMENT
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Golf Course Bridges!
1-800-328-2047
Thouands in use. Built to last. Sponsored by
CONTINENTAL BRIDGE ONTINENTAL BRIDGE

Keep Your Divot Seed Mixture Where It Is Used...
... in Divot Seed & Soil tee buckets next to the tee markers. Available in Cedar or Redwood slats and with companion Trash'N Debris buckets.

Ask Your Golf/Course Distributor for INNOVATIVE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS from Master of the Links
2807 Lockport Rd., Lockport, IL 60441
(815)723-4444 • Fax (815)723-4485
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